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COVID-19 UPDATE FROM THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
Friends:

O

n behalf of my fourteen
judicial colleagues, our Masters
and Commissioners, court
administration, all the staff of the Second
Judicial District Court (“the District Court”),
and myself, I want to start by saying we
hope this finds you, your families, your staff,
and your friends safe and healthy during
these turbulent times. Approximately one
month ago, Chief Judge Freeman entered
Administrative Order 2020-2 (“AO-02”) in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic. AO02 dramatically impacted how the District
Court interacted with you and the citizens of
Washoe County. The Judges of the District
Court felt swift action was necessary to
protect the people who access the courthouses
daily and District Court employees. We
unanimously approved AO-02, and every
other administrative order that has followed.
Given my involvement across a broad
spectrum of civil and criminal assignments,1
Chief Judge Freeman asked me to give you
a brief overview of how the District Court is
operating. We want to emphasize that while
the courthouses may be currently closed, the
District Court is open and providing almost
all the services we provided prior to March 16,
2020.
The COVID-19 pandemic, the state of
emergency, and the associated Stay Home for
Nevada orders declared by Governor Sisolak
caused the District Court to act quickly.
We went into triage-mode and began to
formulate plans on how we could continue
to safely serve our constituents, and at the
same time be a safe working environment.

AO-02, among other acts, closed physical
access to the Law Library; suspended the
meeting of the Washoe County Grand Jury;
vacated all jury trials (civil and criminal)
scheduled to begin within the next 30
days; limited access to the courthouses for
certain individuals in conformance with
the Centers for Disease Control guidelines;
and established essential case types the
District Court would continue to hear in
the courtrooms. AO-02 was signed by
both Chief Judge Freeman and Nevada
Supreme Court Chief Justice Pickering.
It was the intention of the District Court
that the mission critical tasks of the General
Jurisdiction and Family Division would
continue. Judges were encouraged to
decide matters on the pleadings if possible,
or conduct hearings by video or audio
means. The District Court also encouraged
parties in both criminal and civil cases to
continue hearings or trials, if possible.
Our plans had to be adjusted almost
immediately after AO-02 was issued. Chief
Judge Freeman issued Administrative Order
2020-05 (“AO-05”) on March 18, 2020.
AO-05 completely closed the District
Court facilities to public access and our
staff were ordered to work from home. It
was determined the District Court could
not perform its core functions in person
and at the same time comply with the
social distancing and other requirements
necessary to ensure the health of the
public, counsel, and District Court staff.
The danger was reinforced when we had
a member of our District Court family
diagnosed with COVID-19. It was clear

we needed to be more proactive to protect
everyone’s safety. Thankfully, the team
member has fully recovered and is doing
well. By acting promptly, the District Court
believes it ensured no further spread of the
disease would occur at the courthouses.
The Judges and court administration
began bi-weekly virtual meetings immediately
after AO-05 was issued. We have conferences
on Mondays and Thursdays at noon to discuss
the impact of the crisis on our operations
and how we can better serve you. 100%
participation was requested by Chief Judge
Freeman, and every Judge in the District
Court has been present for these conferences
since they began. The first few meetings were
primarily crisis management. It was apparent
we would be operating in this modified fashion
for the foreseeable future; therefore, we were
all encouraged to begin to perform our regular
duties remotely, if possible.
Ensuring the District Court could
continue to operate after closing the facilities
to both staff and the public required significant
effort. The District Court’s IT personnel
worked many long hours and were able to
establish virtual private network access for our
employees so they could perform their jobs
remotely. The District Court had to purchase
45 laptop computers to ensure all departments
were functioning. Judges and staff even used
their own funds to purchase equipment in
order to obtain them sooner than the District
Court bulk order. Additionally, the District
Court purchased a Zoom license for every
judicial officer so we can conduct hearings
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I

started the year by setting a focus
on the issue of attorney wellness.
We were planning some attorney
wellness events this spring, but with
the pandemic, things have been put on
hold. Restaurants, gyms, yoga studios,
and entertainment establishments are
closed. However, that does not mean
attorneys (even those who are working
at home) cannot prioritize wellness
during this time.
Like many others, I have been
working mostly remotely from home
during the pandemic. Although I
am still busy with a full caseload and
have a daughter that my husband
and I are home-schooling (or rather,
crisis schooling), I have found the
remote working arrangement offers me
flexibility during the day to take time for
wellness.
I admit this only because I know I
am not alone, but on some days I work
from home, I wear my pajamas until
noon. Oddly, that allows me to get
more work done and still take time for
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my health. I conduct calls while I am
on my elliptical. Instead of leaving the
office to pick up my daughter from her
after-school program and then driving
home, now on most days I simply go out
my front door and take my daughter for
a walk, or for her, a scooter ride. Being
outdoors improves my perspective and
makes the world a little bigger than my
house. And it allows me to spend some
extra quality time with my daughter.
Sometimes we do a yoga video instead.
All that exercise sure makes me want to
eat better. Those of you who know me
well know I have always struggled to
find balance in my life. Although this is
a stressful time of uncertainty, working
from home has allowed me to refocus on
my own wellness.
The Johns Hopkins Medicine
website provides some great tips for
wellness during the pandemic.1 In
addition to typical diet and exercise
recommendations, the site includes a
great breathing technique: breathe in for
a count of 4, hold for a count of 7, and
breathe out for a count of 8. Breathing
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slows the autonomic nervous system and
reduces anxiety. The site also suggests
limiting exposure to the news and social
media. We all want to stay informed,
but we also need to step away now and
then. The Greater Good Science Center
at UC Berkeley also has an informative
website with links to many resources
for achieving well-being during the
Coronavirus pandemic.2
Through this challenging time, I
hope we all take some time to take
special care of ourselves.
.https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/health/
conditions-and-diseases/coronavirus/coronaviruspracticing-wellness-while-you-stay-at-home
2
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/
greater_good_guide_to_well_being_during_
coronavirus#stress
1
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CONVERSATIONS ON DISCOVERY
By Wesley M. Ayres, Discovery Commissioner

A

s noted in previous articles,
the Nevada Public Records
Act
(“NPRA”),
NRS
239.001-.340 (2019), is an important
adjunct to procedures in the Nevada
Rules of Civil Procedure that mandate
disclosures and permit discovery. In
an appropriate case, its provisions can
enable a party to obtain information
demonstrating justification for a possible
civil action, as well as facts that are
relevant to a pending action. Therefore,
familiarity with the applicable statutes,
regulations, and rules is advised.
In that regard, the Nevada Supreme
Court recently issued a decision discussing
the NPRA. Republican Att’ys Gen. Ass’n v.
Las Vegas Metro. Police Dep’t, 136 Nev., Adv.
Op. 3, 458 P.3d 329 (2020) [hereinafter
RAGA], arose out of an incident in which
numerous juvenile suspects were arrested
by the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police
Department (“LVMPD”). One of the
suspects was the child of State Senator
Aaron Ford, who came to the scene (as did
other parents) and interacted with police
officers. Subsequently, the Republican
Attorneys General Association (“RAGA”)
requested the LVMPD to provide it with
information regarding the incident.
When LVMPD responded that additional
information was needed, RAGA sent a
second request in which it specified the
various documents requested, which
included bodycam footage. Without
citing authority as required by NRS
239.0107(1)(d)(2), LVMPD responded
that it could not produce those
documents because they pertained to an
active criminal investigation. In response
to a third, identical request, LVMPD
refused to provide records because the
investigation involved juvenile suspects
and arrestees, citing NRS 62H.025 and
NRS 62H.030. RAGA sent a fourth
request seeking only records relating to or
depicting Senator Ford’s interactions with
officers, but LVMPD denied the request

based on the same authority cited in the
prior response. LVMPD failed to respond
to any of these four requests within five
days, as mandated by NRS 239.0107(1).
See id. at 2, 458 P.3d at 330-31.
As authorized by NRS 239.011(1),
RAGA sought an order compelling
LVMPD to provide copies of the
requested records. Following an in
camera inspection of the bodycam
footage and review of a privilege log,
the district court denied RAGA’s
petition. It found that LVMPD had not
waived confidentiality, that the records
related directly to the investigation of a
juvenile-involved incident, and that all
communications at the scene related
directly to the incident and the juvenile
justice process. It concluded that the
bodycam footage was protected by the
statute mandating confidentiality of
juvenile justice information, but made
no specific findings as to the other
requested records. RAGA then appealed
that decision. See id. at 2-3, 458 P.3d
at 331.
One of RAGA’s arguments was that
LVMPD had waived its right to assert
confidentiality because it failed to
timely respond to any of RAGA’s four
requests. In rejecting that argument,
the supreme court observed that while
the NPRA provides several remedies for
a public entity’s failure to comply with
its requirements, nothing in the act
mentions waiver as a remedy. It explained
that “[i]f a statute expressly provides a
remedy, courts should be cautious in
reading other remedies into the statute.”
See id. at 4, 458 P.3d at 332 (quoting
Builders Ass’n of N. Nev. v. City of Reno,
105 Nev. 368, 370, 776 P.2d 1234, 1235
(1989)). In connection with RAGA’s
petition, the specified NPRA remedy was
to seek court relief together with costs
and attorney fees if successful. The court
also rejected the suggestion that waiver
was an appropriate remedy, since it

would effectively “punish innocent actors
such as the juveniles here by potentially
infringing on their confidentiality and
exposing their private information.” See
id. at 5, 458 P.3d at 332. Waiver would
also disregard myriad statutes mandating
confidentiality for certain information,
including juvenile justice information.
See id. at 3-4, 458 P.3d at 331; see also
NRS 239.010(1) (2019) (listing over
400 statutes that modify applicability of
the NPRA, many of which prohibit the
disclosure of confidential information).
Our high court also emphasized that the
Nevada Legislature previously considered
an NPRA bill that would have included
a waiver provision, but the provision
was stricken by amendment before the
bill was enacted. See RAGA, 136 Nev.,
Adv. Op. 3, at 5-6, 458 P.3d at 332-33;
compare S.B. 123, 74th Leg., Reg. Sess.
§ 4(2) (Nev. 2007) (as introduced), with
id. § 4 (as amended by Amendment No.
415, and as enrolled). For all of these
reasons, it declined to read a waiver
remedy into the NPRA.
Notwithstanding the waiver argument,
RAGA also maintained that the district
court erred in finding that bodycam
footage was protected from disclosure at
all. First, RAGA observed that the statute
requiring officers to wear bodycams and
record their interactions with the public
states that
[a]ny record made by a portable eventrecording device pursuant to this section
is a public record, which may be:
(a) Requested only on a per
incident basis; and
(b) Available for inspection
only at the location where
the record is held if the
record contains confidential
information that may not
otherwise be redacted.
NRS 289.830(2) (2019). The supreme
court acknowledged that if disclosure
of the requested bodycam footage were
May 2020, Vol. 42, No. 5
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permissible, this statute would govern
how and when it would be disclosed,
even if those parameters were different
than the general disclosure provisions
of the NPRA. See id. 239.010(1)
(2019) (identifying NRS 289.830 as an
exception to the general provisions of
the NPRA). However, bodycam footage
still constitutes a public record. Thus,
like other public records, bodycam
footage is subject to the various
confidentiality exceptions to the NPRA,
such as NRS 62H.025 (concerning
juvenile justice information). In any
event, to the extent that the two statutes
are in conflict, the court held that the
more specific confidentiality provision
would control. See RAGA, 136 Nev.,
Adv. Op. 3, at 6-7, 458 P.3d at 333-334.
In addition, the supreme court
rejected RAGA’s argument that the
confidentiality required under NRS
62H.025 only applies when juveniles
are actually brought before a juvenile
court. “NRS 62H.025 unambiguously
does not require juveniles to be brought
before juvenile court for information
to be considered ‘juvenile justice
information.’” See id. at 7, 458 P.3d at
334. Indeed, another statute provides
that a juvenile court has exclusive
original jurisdiction over a child who is
alleged to have committed a delinquent
act. See NRS 62H.330(1) (2019). In
this case, the juveniles were handcuffed
and under the direct authority of law
enforcement. Thus, any footage directly
related to the incident and their arrest
would constitute “juvenile justice
information.” See RAGA, 136 Nev.,
Adv. Op. 3, at 7-8, 458 P.3d at 334.
RAGA also argued that the district
court improperly found that all
bodycam footage contained juvenile
justice information. But our high
court explained that the lower court’s
finding was based on its review of the
footage and an accompanying privilege
log. The requested footage showed
where the incident occurred and the
arrest of juveniles, and all discussions
and communications captured in that
footage pertained to the juveniles, the
charges, and the juvenile justice process.
After reviewing the body cam footage,
the high court found that the district

4
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court’s determination was supported by
substantial evidence. See id. at 8, 458
P.3d at 334-35.
Under NRS 239.010(3), a public
entity cannot deny a request for a public
record based upon confidentiality if the
confidential information can be redacted,
deleted, concealed, or separated from
nonconfidential information. RAGA
argued that LVMPD could have redacted
confidential juvenile justice information
and produced the remainder of the
footage. The supreme court agreed that
redaction would have been required
“[h]ad Ford communicated or acted in
a manner beyond that which directly
related to the juveniles.” See id. at 9, 458
P.3d at 335. However, it determined
that all portions of the bodycam
footage contained confidential juvenile
justice information, and that Senator
Ford’s depiction and communications
were inextricably commingled with
that confidential information. Since
redaction was not feasible, the district
court properly denied RAGA’s petition
as to the bodycam footage. See id.
For all of the foregoing reasons,
the Nevada Supreme Court affirmed
the district court’s determination as
to the bodycam footage requested by
RAGA. But RAGA had also requested
other records, including the police
report, witness and victim statements,
computer-aided dispatch, and other
statements by officers. The district court

specifically addressed the bodycam
footage, but its decision denying
RAGA’s petition in its entirety did not
discuss the other documents sought by
RAGA. Because the lower court did not
view those records or make any specific
findings as to whether they, too, were
confidential, it abused its discretion to
that extent. As to those other records,
the decision was reversed and the case
remanded so that the district court
could properly determine whether the
other records were subject to NPRA
disclosure. See id. at 9-10, 458 P.3d at
335.
Wes Ayres is the Discovery
Commissioner for the Second
Judicial District Court.
His columns are online and
searchable at wcbar.org.

Update from Second Judicial District
Court - continued from page 1
or meetings remotely. Every Judge and
Master have conducted some form of
proceeding remotely. The statistics for
these meetings are astonishing. In the 30
days between March 17 and April 17, the
District Court remotely conducted 562
meetings with 5,276 participants using
176,829 minutes of time. This does not
include the in-custody criminal docket
which has been held Monday through
Thursday since March 19, 2020.
In preparation for a potential
courthouse closure, the District Court had
begun the process of holding the criminal
calendars remotely in order to practice
social distancing prior to March 16,
2020. When the Washoe County Sheriff’s
Office determined it could no longer
safely transport in-custody defendants
to the courthouse, the District Court
was ready. We immediately established
a virtual criminal calendar where all incustody defendants would have their cases
heard without delay and in conformance
with their Constitutional rights. The
District Court would like to thank Sheriff
Darin Balaam, District Attorney Chris
Hicks, Public Defender John Arrascada,
Alternate Public Defender Marc Picker,
the members of the private criminal
defense bar and all their staff for making
this process possible.
Judge Steinheimer initially presided
over these calendars Monday through
Thursday. Judge Steinheimer was hearing
all the in-custody cases for eight criminal
departments in the District Court.
Recently, Chief Judge Freeman entered
Administrative Order 2020-02(A) (“AO02A”) naming Judge Walker and me as
additional judges to handle the criminal
cases for in-custody defendants. We
will continue to conduct all in-custody
criminal cases through this virtual format
until we are back in the courthouse.
Judge Bridget Robb presides over the
Family Division of the District Court
(“the Family Division”). The Family
Division bench hears cases daily regarding
families in crisis. These crises do not end
with the entry of administrative orders,
and the Judges and Masters of the Family
Division have continued to provide
timely service to the citizens of Washoe
County. Judge Robb reports every Judge

in the Family Division is currently hearing
cases remotely. They also continue to
supervise all the Masters. To date, the
Family Division has entered over 200
orders and decrees. The Family Division
Judges have responded personally to
over 500 emails from lawyers and pro se
litigants rescheduling or setting hearings.
In the 30 days between March 17
and April 17, there were 97 requests for
temporary protection order filed and 436
calls made and answered by the Family
Division protection order helpline. These
numbers are consistent with the filings
and assistance calls in the months prior
to the COVID-19 pandemic. Hearings
on petitions for guardianships have been
conducted remotely. Annual reports
regarding guardianships continued
to be processed, and cases continue
to be monitored and closed when
appropriate. The Dependency Unit
(addressing children in foster care) and
the Involuntary Admission to a Mental
Health Facility/Assisted Outpatient
Treatment Unit have continued to address
the needs of their parties: Judge Lu has
conducted 23 hearings in the Dependency
Unit and answered numerous after-hour
requests for warrants. These two business
units have filed over 230 orders in the last
month. Master Dollinger has conducted
all juvenile proceedings remotely since
March 24. These proceedings were
originally two days per week, and have
been increased to Tuesday through Friday.
The brightest day in the Family Division
is always Adoption Day. It is the time
when families are made or expanded.
Soon, adoptions will be conducted
remotely. On May 8, 22 children will be
added to 15 families!
District Court staff have performed
diligently during this crisis. They
quickly adapted to the work from home
requirements necessitated by AO-05.
Filings have continued through the eFlex
system. Your pleadings are being routed
to us as if we were in chambers. Every
judge has daily interaction with their
clerks and judicial assistants. Nevada
Supreme Court Rule 17 mandates the
District Court publish a monthly list of
all matters submitted for decision which
have been pending for more than 60 days.
The list is published on the 10th of every
month. On April 10, the list had no cases

for any judge. This is a testament to the
effort our staff is putting in to assist us
in resolving your issues. Pretrial Services
continues to interview almost every
person booked into the jail and supervise
all the defendants who have been released
pending the disposition of their cases. We
continue to require these individuals to
report and be tested for the use of alcohol
or drugs. The Evidence Custodian has
processed approximately 500 pieces of
evidence since AO-05 was issued. Judge
Polaha and his staff in our numerous
specialty court programs2 continue to
supervise all their participants in the hope
they will be able to not recidivate and gain
societal stability, while at the same time
ensuring the safety of the community.
Judge Polaha has been conducting all
specialty court sessions virtually, and
reports the participants are adapting to the
modified circumstances. The Law Library
has arranged for free access to Westlaw
from your home or work. Patrons can
register for a temporary Westlaw login
that provides 20 hours of usage through
June 30, 2020. Content includes Westlaw
Edge, secondary sources, and litigation.
Patrons can register at www.washoecourts.
com/LawLibrary/OtherResources. For
more information, call the Law Library
at (775) 328-3250.
The flexibility of our system noted
above does not extend to one core judicial
function: jury trials. There is simply no
way the District Court can compose a
venire for jury selection with the current
social distancing requirements and
the Stay Home for Nevada directives.
Jurors must be able to clearly see and
hear the testimony of the witnesses.
Additionally, the District Court and
the litigants must be confident jurors
are being properly sequestered during
the trial day, so they receive no outside
influence. This cannot be accomplished
virtually. AO-02A vacated all jury trials
scheduled to begin on or before June 1,
2020. The District Court is aware this
has an impact on many of your clients.
When we are able to ensure everyone’s
due process rights will be protected
trials will begin again. AO-02A will
be reviewed within 30 days after it was
entered. We will begin to address jury
trials when the quarantine is lifted.
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The District Court is already in
the process of developing our plans
for returning to our physical facilities
when we can safely do so. Chief
Judge Freeman has created a Recovery
Committee to determine what this
process will look like. My colleagues
and I want to emphasize we are here to
assist you. Each Judge has the discretion
to set matters on his or her calendar.
At the beginning of the pandemic, our
focus was on continuing non-essential
matters. Now we want to highlight
the desire to conduct hearings or
conferences remotely. This includes outof-custody criminal cases with private
counsel. Judges are available to hold
settlement conferences in both criminal
and civil proceedings virtually. Many
of our schedules are currently flexible.
Our judicial assistants are all available
telephonically and by email, just like
before. I encourage you to review Nevada
Supreme Court Rule Part IX-A (rules
governing appearance by telephonic
and simultaneous visual transmission
in criminal proceedings) and Part
IX-B (rules governing appearance by
telephonic and simultaneous visual
transmission in civil and family court

proceedings). Please refer to the District
Court website, www.washoecourts.com,
to view all of the administrative orders
issued in response to the COVID-19
pandemic.
The District Court acknowledges
this process has been challenging. The
exigency of the circumstances has caused
us to act with alacrity. Occasionally,
these changes may have been jarring. We
will continue to strive to be responsive
to all your needs, and the needs of
the citizens of Washoe County. The
District Court understands these are
difficult emotional and financial times
for everyone, including those in the
legal community. We look forward to
working with you in the weeks to come
to get back to “normal.”

1
I am the Chair of the Criminal Bench/Bar
Committee, a member of the Civil Bench/
Bar Committee, the Judicial Administrator
of Pretrial Services, and one of three district
judges assigned to conduct all in-custody
criminal cases.
2
The District Court has the following
specialty court programs: Adult Drug Court;
Family Treatment Court; Diversion Court,
DUI Court; Mental Health Court; Veteran’s
Court; Youthful Offender Diversion Court;
Medication-Assisted Treatment Court; and
the Prison Re-Entry Court.

Stay Safe. Stay well.
Elliott A. Sattler
District Judge
Second Judicial District Court
Department 10
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MEDIATION MAT TERS
By Margaret M. Crowley, Crowley Mediation, L.L.C.
Mediation in the Times of COVID-19
"Where there's a will, there's a way," Proverb

O

ur lives, both personal and
professional, have changed
rather drastically these past
few months. Social distancing, working
from home and seeking reassurance in
uncertain times have become the norm.
As with many other fields, mediators are
finding new ways to conduct business,
since in-person mediation is simply not
feasible for most people at this time.
Just as meetings, teaching and
family gatherings can occur on video
platforms, so can mediation. Mediating
via telephone, email or video has been
dubbed “distance mediation.” As you
can imagine, distance mediation creates
its own unique set of issues. Thankfully,
it is not new and has been practiced and
studied pre-COVID-19. One example
of this is the Distance Family Mediation
Project, a 6-year study out of British
Columbia. The remote terrain of British
Columbia creates many opportunities to
experiment with this type of process.
The Distance Family Mediation Project
had 3 phases. Of particular interest was
Phase III, which focused mainly on webbased conferencing platforms.
Not surprisingly, the study found that
distance mediation has both advantages
and disadvantages. Among the advantages,
it: gives more people access to mediation;
allows for participants in different time
zones to come together more easily; is
often more affordable, as people do not
need to travel; and the emotional charge
that frequently accompanies parties in
conflict when they are physically together
is reduced. An additional and unforeseen
advantage: because mediators can see
themselves on video, it allows them to
better critique their facial expressions and
body language.
There are disadvantages as well.
Thankfully, many of the disadvantages
can be addressed through planning.

Building a rapport
Establishing a relationship with
mediation participants can be challenging
even when people are present in person.
Distance mediation can make this even
more difficult. Mediators can get a head
start on rapport building by holding
individual meetings with participants
before the mediation begins. These
sessions, ideally conducted via video,
can occur weeks, days or minutes before
the formal mediation. The mediator
may simply lend an ear, give reassurance
about the process or hand out homework
assignments, all of which can help
participants feel more comfortable.
Once in session, it’s even more
essential than usual for the mediator to
establish an environment of listening
and empowerment. When mediators use
active listening skills, such as repeating or
reframing, it conveys to participants that
the mediator is listening. The mediator’s
use of open-ended questions also helps
participants put vital information on
the table and makes them feel more
included.
Handling difficult participants
Just as with in-person mediation,
participants may have heightened
emotions. It is fairly common for
mediators to take advantage of the
physical presence in the room to help
keep behaviors appropriate. Since that
is not an option for distance mediation,
it becomes even more important to
understand party dynamics before the
session begins. Strategizing with legal
counsel – asking about their client’s state
of mind, relationship with the other
participants, etc., can help the mediator
and professional participants formulate
a game plan. For example, the mediator
and legal counsel can agree upon using a
particular phrase to indicate that counsel
or the mediator need to caucus with his/

her client to get emotions back under
control.
Another very helpful tool here is a
robust set of ground rules. Ensuring
things such as no recording of the
session, that only one person speaks at
a time and keeping everyone on mute
who is not speaking can go a long way
in helping the mediator control the
“room.”
Caucus
Whether the mediator prefers joint
session or not, caucus can be a useful
tool in mediation. Thankfully, caucus is
achievable because many video platforms
allow the host to separate participants
into different groups. As with other
elements of mediation, it is important
that the mediator give a thorough
explanation to all of how a caucus during
a video mediation session would work.
Confidentiality
By now, many of you have probably
heard horror stories of video meetings
or classrooms being crashed. In order
to avoid such an event, it is important
to choose a platform that takes measures
to ensure confidentiality, such as private
passwords for each session. Furthermore,
the mediator should ask each party if
there is anyone else in the room with
them and if so, make sure the non-party
is asked to leave. Finally, many video
platforms allow the host to disable the
record button so that it cannot be used by
a participant to record the session.
Technology glitches
Technology is so great when it works
and so frustrating when it does not.
Before hosting a video mediation, the
mediator should ensure participants have
the appropriate technology and also are
comfortable using it. It’s a good idea to
have a practice session to troubleshoot.
That practice session, in fact, can double
as a rapport building meeting, killing
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MEDIATION MATTERS continued
two birds with one stone. Additionally,
always have a Plan B. If the video link
is bad, have everyone disconnect and try
again. If that doesn’t work, have a backup plan for a conference call. Many of
these glitches can be worked around.
Finally, the British Columbia study
had some suggestions for mediators
using this technology:
• Use more charisma in communication
with participants to make up for not
being face-to-face with them;
• Do more checking in with
participants, make more of a point
of drawing people in;
• Normalize the process and build
rapport with humor; and
• Call each party five minutes before
the session and link them in to help
them get onto the web conferencing
platform – if there is a problem they
are already on the telephone.
I have personally had the
opportunity to mediate both video
and telephone sessions since the arrival
of COVID-19. I am happy to report
that with collaboration, thought and
troubleshooting, distance mediation can
be very effective.
Margaret Crowley is an experienced mediator,
Supreme Court Settlement
Judge, EEOC Mediator, Second
JD Custody & Dependency
Mediation Panels, Pro Tem
Family Court Master and
mediation instructor.

	
  

	
  

LAWYER REPRESENTATIVES OPPORTUNITY FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEVADA
The United States District Court for the District of Nevada is accepting
applications for two Lawyer Representatives. Lawyer Representatives provide vital input to
the Court on a myriad of issues affecting the operations of the federal courts including
but not limited to rule changes, development of new programs, planning of
conferences, and applications for the expenditure of funds from the Attorney Admissions
Fund; a non-appropriated account.
To be considered for one of these positions, you must be: 1) admitted to practice in
the U.S. District Court of Nevada and actively involved in federal practice, 2) interested in
the purpose and work of the Ninth Circuit Judicial Conference and willing to actively
contribute to the planning of the Conference, 3) willing to actively contribute to the
planning of the District Conference, and 4) willing to assist in implementing
Circuit Conference and District Court programs with local bar associations. Lawyer
Representatives are expected to attend the Ninth Circuit Judicial Conference and the
District Conference.
In addition to the above criteria, a goal of the Court is to ensure selected
attorneys represent a cross-section of practitioners in federal court which specializes in
civil, criminal, appellate and bankruptcy matters. Lawyer Representatives are elected to
serve a 3-year term, and these positions are effective September 1, 2020.
If you are interested in serving as a Lawyer Representative, please submit a letter of
interest detailing your federal experience and reasons you would like to be considered
to: NVD_LawyerRep@nvd.uscourts.gov. Letters of interest may also be hand
delivered or mailed to Ms. Debra K. Kempi, Clerk of Court, Lloyd D. George United
States Courthouse 333 Las Vegas Boulevard South, Suite 1334, Las Vegas, Nevada
89101. Please include your email address and direct telephone number.
Letters of interest must be received by the close of Friday, May 22, 2020. A
list of finalists will be selected by the Court and submitted to the Board of Governors of
the State Bar of Nevada for the final selections. Please contact Ms. Kempi at (702) 4645456 with questions regarding the role of a Lawyer Representative or the selection
process.

THE #1 PAYMENT SOLUTION
FOR LAW FIRMS
Getting paid should be the easiest part of your job, and with
LawPay, it is! However you run your firm, LawPay's flexible,
easy-to-use system can work for you. Designed specifically
for the legal industry, your earned/unearned fees are
properly separated and your IOLTA is always protected
against third-party debiting. Give your firm, and your clients,
the benefit of easy online payments with LawPay.
Proud Member
Benefit Provider

866-369-0323 or visit lawpay.com/wcba
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FAMILY L AW
By Melissa L. Exline, Surratt Law Practice, P.C.

To Deed or Not to Deed? That is the Question!

T

ypically, one of the largest
assets in a divorce tends
to include the parties’
interest in real property. Far too often,
determining each spouse’s relative
interest in real property, which is usually
the marital home, requires analysis of
separate versus community property
law, with some interesting twists and
turns. Community property in Nevada
is not limited to what is reflected in
the property title. Given how complex
this area is, this short discussion is
intended to provide a primer to enable
issue spotting if a home is titled in one
spouse’s name, but there may (or may
not) be a community property interest.
Expect to perform a “deep dive” if this is
an issue in your own case.
Q: How can the community own
property if it is titled in one spouse’s
name only?
Community property should be
divided equally in divorce.1 Thus, in
divorce, it is imperative to determine
if there a community property interest.
Community property includes, primarily,
all property acquired after marriage by
either spouse or both spouses.2 Property
acquired during marriage raises a
presumption that it is community
property.3
On the other hand, separate property
is property owned 1) by a party before
marriage, or, 2) property acquired by
the party after marriage by gift, bequest,
devise, descent or by an award for
personal injury damages.4 The separate
property proponent may rebut the
community property presumption with
clear and convincing evidence.5 Without
proper tracing, the district court is
left with only the parties' testimony
regarding the characterization of the
property, which carries no weight.6
Triggering a Malmquist analysis:
With that backdrop, here is a

hypothetical: If a party owned a home
before marriage, and retained title in
his own name after getting married, the
community still has an interest if the
married couple used their income to pay
down the loan or otherwise contributed
with community proceeds (this is a
basic analysis, so we are not delving into
whether they had a premarital agreement,
etc.). Here, we simply have to engage our
math brain to figure out the community
versus separate property interests. It can
get quite complicated, but by plugging
some numbers into a formula, we spit out
what was pre-marital/separate and what
was post-marital/community. The premarital period would be set over to the
party as separate property. In a situation
where there are payments made pre-and
post-marriage, whether by down-payment
or monthly payments, a calculation can
be done to determine what portion of the
home’s value should be community versus
separate, despite the fact that title is in one
spouse’s name only at the time the parties
are seeking a divorce. As most divorce
practitioners have experienced, Malmquist
v. Malmquist, 106 Nev. 231, 792 P.2d 372
(1990) has given us law regarding these
issues. An analysis of Malmquist in-andof-itself would require more discussion,
but having an understanding about its
overall holding acts as a springboard to
further understanding regarding other
property issues discussed below.
Beware the spousal “deed-off ”
issue:
Another far more interesting issue
crops up often and can rear its ugly head
when you least expect it! We will simply
refer to this as the spousal “deed-off” issue
– let me explain.
Here is another hypothetical: Two
parties get married, and buy a home
together, using their earnings from
marriage to acquire the property. Later,
for whatever reason, the couple decides it

makes sense to refinance and one spouse’s
name alone is placed on title. Perhaps one
spouse had better credit, so it made sense
to refinance in one spouse’s name, or,
perhaps one spouse was at risk of being
sued, so they felt like it was less risky for
them to just place it in the name of one
person only. In any event, one spouse
is asked to sign a spousal deed to get his
or her name off title in order to allow
the other spouse to get the loan process
finalized. The title company and loan
folks merely indicate the spouse that
is not on the loan (we will call this the
“Unlucky Spouse”) must sign a deed
releasing any and all interest in the
home to the other spouse (the “Lucky
Spouse”). No one talks to a lawyer and
there is no discussion about the long-term
plan for the pay-down of the home. No
one explains the ramifications regarding
the deed and there is no requirement to
warn the party signing off their interest.
The parties continue for years paying
this home down with their community
property income until… yes, one day,
domestic bliss ends and the formerly
happy couple find themselves in the midst
of divorce. What now?
Lucky Spouse, with the aid of a keen
lawyer, claims Unlucky Spouse has made
a gift. The deed is clear and the property
title is only in the name of Lucky Spouse.
Unlucky Spouse must be ready to address
the argument the property should be
presumed to be Lucky Spouse’s separate
property. Lucky Spouse may assert
Unlucky Spouse should bear the burden
of overcoming the presumption of gift by
clear and convincing evidence.
We have consistently held that
a spouse to spouse conveyance
of title to real property creates
a presumption of gift that can
Continued on page 12
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APPELLATE BRIEFS
By Debbie Leonard, Leonard Law, PC

Nevada Supreme Court Justices Disagree on Whether to Entertain a Writ Petition

N

evada’s Constitution gives
the appellate courts original
jurisdiction to issue writs of
mandamus, prohibition and certiorari,
but courts have complete discretion to
consider a writ petition and grant the
relief requested. Because the issuance of
a writ constitutes extraordinary relief,
the appellate courts entertain writ
petitions only in limited circumstances
and seldom grant them. In a recent
opinion regarding a discovery dispute,
the justices of the Nevada Supreme
Court disagreed amongst themselves as
to whether the standard for the issuance
of a writ had been met. See In the Matter
of the William J. Raggio Family Trust, 136
Nev. Adv. Op. 21 (April 9, 2020).
The Standard for Writ Relief
An appellate court will issue a writ
only when the petitioner does not have
a plain, speedy and adequate remedy
in the ordinary course of law. If the
matter can be reviewed on appeal from
a final judgment, writ relief is not
appropriate. Courts “will examine each
case individually, granting extraordinary
relief if the circumstances reveal urgency
or strong necessity.” Mona v. Eighth Jud.
Dist. Ct., 132 Nev. 719, 724, 380 P.3d
836, 840 (2016) (quotation omitted).
Writ relief is more likely in a case
that presents a substantial issue of
general importance, a matter of first
impression or where an important issue
of law requires clarification. If the writ
would not resolve the entire controversy
in the district court, the appellate
court is unlikely to entertain it. “[T]he
primary standard” in the determination
of whether to entertain a writ petition
is “[t]he interests of judicial economy.”
Smith v. Eighth Jud. Dist. Ct., 113 Nev.
1343, 1345, 950 P.2d 280, 281 (1997).
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Writ Relief in Discovery Matters
Invasive discovery orders commonly
give rise to writ petitions. Generally,
an appellate court will not consider
a writ petition unless the challenged
discovery order is one that is likely to
cause irreparable harm. Examples of
irreparable harm include “a blanket
discovery order, issued without regard to
the relevance of the information sought”
or “an order that requires disclosure of
privileged information.” Okada v. Eighth
Jud. Dist. Ct., 131 Nev. 834, 839, 359
P.3d 1106, 1110 (2015). Writ review
may also occur where the district court
has ordered disclosure of issues claimed
to be private. See, e.g., Schlatter v. Eighth
Jud. Dist. Ct., 93 Nev. 189, 193, 561
P.2d 1342, 1344 (1977).
The rationale for writ relief in
the context of discovery is fairly
straightforward: “If improper discovery
were allowed, the allegedly privileged
information would irretrievably lose
its confidential and privileged quality
and petitioners would have no effective
remedy, even by a later appeal.” Wardleigh
v. Second Jud. Dist. Ct., 111 Nev. 345,
350-51, 891 P.2d 1180, 1183-84
(1995). In other words, the bell cannot
be unrung once a district court compels
the disclosure of protected information.
To avoid that result, extraordinary
intervention by an appellate court may
be warranted.
The Raggio Family Trust Case
Raggio Family Trust involved a
dispute between a trustee and remainder
beneficiaries. The trust document allowed
the trustee, in her discretion, to take from
the trust principal as she deemed necessary
for her proper support and maintenance.
The remainder beneficiaries contended
that the trustee intentionally depleted
their remainder interest by taking trust
distributions, notwithstanding having

other sources of income. They sought
discovery into those other income
sources.
The trustee objected on the basis that
the remainder beneficiaries’ requests
were not reasonably calculated to lead
to discovery of admissible evidence. The
district court issued an order compelling
the discovery, prompting the trustee
to seek a writ of prohibition, or in
the alternative, mandamus from the
Supreme Court.
In deciding to entertain the writ
petition, the majority of the Supreme
Court concluded that “the discovery
order implicates [the trustee’s] privacy
interests as the district court concluded
it needed to review her standard of living
and supportive resources beyond [the
trust distributions]” (internal quotation
omitted). If, the majority posited, “the
discovery permitted by the district court
is legally irrelevant, a later appeal would
not remedy the improper disclosure
of the information.” On that basis,
the Court exercised its discretion to
consider the petition and grant the relief
requested based on its interpretation of
NRS 163.4175 and the language of the
trust instrument. The Court issued a
writ of prohibition directing the district
court to vacate its order compelling
discovery.
Justices Cadish and Pickering dissented
for two reasons. First, they contended that
the “majority … makes no determination
that the challenged discovery order
is likely to cause irreparable harm,”
noting that the trustee “acknowledged
that the requested discovery would not
result in the disclosure of any privileged
information.” Second, they believed there
was no finality on a key factual issue and
“[i]ssuing an opinion on this issue at this
point is contrary to our general practice
of ruling on issues only after the district
court has had the opportunity to fully

COVID-19 LOAN COMPARISONS
FOR SMALL BUSINESS
By Alex Bybee, CPA
analyze and reach its own conclusion on
them….” For these reasons, the dissenters
would not have considered the writ
petition.
Conclusion
Although the standard for issuing
a writ has been well articulated in the
Court’s jurisprudence, the application
of that standard on a case-by-case basis
is anything but consistent. For that
reason, the privilege and privacy interests
at stake should be weighed against the
time, expense and uncertainty in seeking
writ relief.
Debbie Leonard owns Leonard Law, PC, where
her practice focuses on appeals before Nevada’s
appellate courts, the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals
a n d a d m i n i s t ra t i v e
agencies. She served as
the 2013-2014 Chair of
the State Bar’s Appellate
Litigation Section and is
Lead Editor of the Nevada Appellate Practice
Manual, 2016 and 2018 editions. She is also a
mediator and Nevada Supreme Court settlement
judge.

A

s the economic standstill
lingers with no clear end in
sight, many small businesses,
including law firms face an uncertain
future. At the moment, many attorneys
are still hard at work from home or
locked offices but the work being done
now has generally been in their pipeline
since before the pandemic. The nature
of legal work is largely retrospective
and as the shutdowns continue, many
small firms may need to be prepared
for the work to slow down and the
bill collection to be slower if it hasn’t
started to already. Fortunately, there
are options being rolled out to help
small businesses through this time but
as with any business decision you need
to know what you are getting into before
grabbing on to the dangling fruit. The
decisions made now could be critical
to the future of your business so it is
important to make the most of it.
Step 1 – Evaluate your business
Take a deep dive into your accounts
receivable. Identify clients with
outstanding bills that may have been more
affected by the shutdowns than others.
You don’t have to be a bill collector but
you can use it as an opportunity to have
constructive conversation with clients.
Constructive conversations can also add
value to your clients and value leads to
long term relationships and bills being
paid faster.
Project cash flow out for the next
3-6 months. Take a month-by-month
approach and be realistic considering
the circumstances. Being prepared for
what your bank account may look like
if your doors don’t open in three months
is crucial to evaluating the importance
of your needs for participation in the
government assistance programs listed
next.
Step 2 – Evaluate your options
Once you have put your business hat
on and have a good grasp on where you

stand, the next step is evaluating which
government assistance program may be
right for your business. Below are the
main conduits for small business relief
and generally apply to businesses with
under 500 employees:
Payment Protection Program (PPP)
Designed to provide access to cash
so that businesses can keep paying their
employees and other expenses such as
health insurance premiums, rent or
mortgage payments, and utilities.
• Low interest rate, 2 to 10year loan, but can be 100%
forgivable if funds are used
properly
• 75% of proceeds need
to go towards paying
employees
to
be
forgiven
• Must have retained
employees or plan to rehire previously laid off
employees
• Self-employed individuals with
no employees can qualify
• Must use an SBA 7(a) approved
lender – best practice is to first
reach out to who you regularly
bank with
Emergency Injury Disaster Loan
Program (EIDL)
The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and
Economic Security (CARES) Act
temporarily expands eligibility for SBA
economic injury disaster loans (EIDL)
and provides loans of up to $2M as
well as an emergency advance of up to
$10,000 to small businesses and private
non-profits harmed by COVID-19
• Does not include the same
payroll heavy restrictions as PPP.
Ideal for businesses with higher
needs to pay fixed costs (fixed
debts, rent, accounts payable) as
opposed to payroll
Continued on page 17
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FAMILY LAW continued from page 9
only be overcome by clear and
convincing evidence. (Citations
Omitted). Moreover, property
acquired by gift during marriage
is separate property pursuant to
NRS 123.130, and therefore
is not community property
pursuant to NRS 123.220.7
Absent something clear, and perhaps
even quite convincing, there is a strong
chance the property value up to the point
of the “deed-off” will be set over to the
Lucky Spouse. Importantly, “[w]here a
written contract is clear and unambiguous
on its face, extraneous evidence cannot
be introduced to explain its meaning.”8
The spouse-to-spouse conveyance may
be considered a contract, or at the
very least, an unambiguous written
instrument. “Extrinsic or parol evidence
is not admissible to contradict or vary
the terms of an unambiguous written
instrument, since all prior negotiations
and agreements are deemed to have been
merged therein.”9
Lucky Spouse may also assert
Unlucky Spouse’s “deed-off” shows
an intent to gift the home. An option
for Unlucky Spouse is to assert they
never had any intention of gifting
and provide evidence to advance that
position. Unlucky spouse might yell at
her lawyer “They were just doing this
for a better interest rate!” and further
exclaim, “This is not fair!” “Determining
a donor's donative intent and beliefs is a
question for the fact-finder....” Looking
at donative intent may work.10
Spousal “deed-off” mixed with
Malmquist – or, “Plan C”:
This is what I have lovingly started
calling “Plan C” (you know, because A
and B did not work). If there was a gift
by Unlucky Spouse signing the deed,
what was gifted? Does the gift include
only the equity and ownership interest
that existed on that day? Certainly,
is does not go forward and count as a
gift of every payment made thereafter –
right?

Right. In situations like this
hypothetical, the Court will look at
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who is on the current deed, which
presumption should apply (community
property versus the presumption of a
gift), and possibly need to engage in
a Malmquist analysis to parse out the
community property interest based on
the community’s contribution toward
paying for the home after the deed-off.
Going backwards to get values might
be difficult, but often, if there was a
refinance, there will be an appraisal or
value assigned at that time.
All of this is enough to make my
divorce-lawyer's head hurt. So, here
are some tips: look at the above noted
issues with your thinking-cap on, get all
the documents related to the property,
such as deeds, title and loan records, and
create a clear chronology of events, and
show the court who was on title, at what
point, and what was the source of funds at
any given time. After a spousal deed-off,
there could nevertheless be a community
property interest because the “[c]ourt
has recognized that the community is
entitled to a pro rata ownership share in
property which community funds have
helped to acquire.”11 What Malmquist
makes clear is when the community
contributes to principal reduction or
has property appreciation during the
marriage (or after the “deed-off”),
the Court must take these facts into
consideration to fairly attribute what
belongs to the community. And I would
end with this: If you are ever approached
with a request to sign a deed releasing
your interest in real property – be aware
– even if you don’t mean it, even if a gift
was never discussed, you could be found
to have given away your interest in that
property.

____________________________

See NRS 125.150(1)(b).
See NRS 123.220.
3
See Forrest v. Forrest, 99 Nev. 602, 604, 668
P.2d 275, 277 (1983); Pryor v. Pryor,103
Nev. 148, 150, 734 P.2d 718, 719 (1987).
4
See NRS 123.130.
5
See Forrest, 99 Nev. at 604-05, 668 P.2d at
277.
1
2

See Peters v. Peters, 92 Nev. 687, 692, 557
P.2d 713, 716 (1976).
7
See Kerley v. Kerley, 112 Nev. 36, 37,910
P.2d 279,280 (1996).
8
See Kaldi v. Farmers Ins. Exch., 117 Nev.
273, 281, 21 P.3d 16, 21 (2001) (internal
quotation marks omitted).
9
See Frei v. Goodsell, 129 Nev. 403, 409, 305
P.3d 70, 73 (2013) (internal quotation marks
omitted).
10
See Irrevocable Tr. Agreement of 1979, 130
Nev. 597, 608, 331 P.3d 881, 888 (2014);
Howard v. Hughes, 134 Nev. Adv. Op. 80,
427 P.3d 1045, 1049 (2018).
11
See Robison v. Robison, 100 Nev. 668, 670
691 P.2d 451, 454 (1984); Malmquist v.
Malmquist, 106 Nev. 231, 238, 792 P.2d
372, 376 (1990).
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MILLENNIAL MINUTE
By Kelci Binau, McDonald Carano

Remote Working - Zooming into the Future

W

orking from home,
is it the answer to a
deteriorating work-life
balance, rapidly increasing office rental
costs, employee attrition rates, and fewer
breaks and sick days? The authors of a
2015 research study, “Does Working
From Home Work?” sought to answer
these very questions. The authors,
seeking to extoll the benefits of working
from home, conducted an experiment
involving 1,000, volunteer employees
of a NASDAQ-listed Chinese travel
agency. One-thousand call center
employees were randomly assigned to
work in the agency office or from home
for nine months.
The results? Employees working
from home increased their performance
by 13%, reported “improved work
satisfaction,” attrition rates dropped by
50% and breaks and sick days reduced.
Employees working from home reported
it was more convenient than working
from the office in terms of getting
coffee and lunch, using the restroom
and experiencing fewer interruptions.
Researchers found the increase in
employee performance did not sacrifice
the quality of work for those working at
home.
Next, the travel agency rolled out
the option to work from home to its
remaining 15,000 employees and gave
the volunteer employees the option
to continue working from home or
return to the office. Strikingly, the
remaining employees who transitioned
to working from home almost doubled
the performance increase from 13% to a
staggering 22%.
Would the current landscape lead
to similar results? Unlikely, currently
there are too many random variables
at play. A pandemic is not the proper
time to determine whether working
from home or newly implemented work
arrangements are optimal for productivity

on a per-employee basis. Firms across the
nation were forced to close their doors,
lay off employees and/or reduce salaries,
coordinate last minute installations
of at-home computer equipment and
implement undeveloped protocols.
Employees were forced to create makeshift workstations on their kitchen islands
and in bedrooms or laundry rooms, adjust
to interruptions from new, underage coworkers, become homeschool teachers
and re-arrange finances. Not to mention,
COVID-19 did not ask for volunteers.
Although now may not be the
time to rely on and measure employee
productivity while working from home,
law firms should embrace remote
working. Although the Bureau of Labor
Statistics indicates that only 29% of
Americans can work from home, the
Federal Reserve reports that the labor
force working from home has tripled

in the past 15 years. Law firms should
not simply survive the COVID-19
pandemic, firms should utilize this time
to consider moving towards designing
and adopting modern technology
management practices such as working
from home.
Let’s face it, aside from being
prompted by the pandemic, technology
has dramatically changed the practice of
law. Before the pandemic, remote work
was accelerating across the world due
to obvious accelerants such as increased
living costs, commutes, and technology.
It should not be overlooked that for the
past few years, myself and other writers
have covered topics including Millennials
and their penchant for technology,
flex hours and a work-life balance. As
my April 2019 Writ article stated, “By
2030, Millennials in America will make
up roughly 75% of the workforce.”

STOP THE BLEEDING
Local MEDIATION SERVICES at a Reasonable Rate
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numerous Jury Trials and hundreds of
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 Has conducted over 40 mediations as a
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participated in over 50 mediations as an
attorney for a party.
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Dan C. Bowen
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MILLENNIAL MINUTE continued
Why not accept the inevitable and take
advantage of this time to grow?
As electronic documents and
signatures become the norm, law firms
that adopt modular plans that allow for
growth will retain and attract the next
generation of legal talent and clients.
Yes, outdated laws will need to be
amended, managers will need to create
new ways to judge productivity rather
than peering into offices, employees will
need to develop structure to separate
their work and home lives and teams
will need to creatively work to stay
connected. Approximately 120 years ago,
we learned how to collaborate, create and
be productive in an office. Technology
has already changed many of the ways
in which we communicate; inevitably, it
will change our work environment, the
way hearings are held and documents are
retained, and considerably more.
As law firms adapt to new challenges,
associates should take advantage of this
time to contribute to their teams while
working remotely. As the practice of
law and clients’ needs shift, remain
flexible. Practice areas that once kept
you busy may slow down, if you have
time, volunteer to assist practice groups
that may be outside of your wheelhouse.
Utilize any extra down-time to develop
new skills or develop expertise in a
new area of law. The pandemic has
unearthed novel legal challenges ripe for
the picking. Demonstrate to your firm
that you are a leader while becoming a
go-to expert.
Join or create a team to research
and address COVID-19 specific issues.
Work to organize, track and update the
firm’s forms and clauses accordingly. If
you discover a new issue that may affect a
particular practice group, send an email
and offer ideas for how the practice
group, and you, can better assist clients.
Most notably, whether you are a partner,
associate, law clerk, assistant or runner,
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remember what is most important, your
wellbeing and mental health and that of
your family and those around you. We
are all feeling anxiety and pressure to
conform to the “new normal,” despite
an on-going international pandemic.
Just when we begin to feel like we are
managing to adjust, we listen to an
unsettling news report, statistics change,
an increased awareness kicks in and just
like that our efforts to remain calm are
further compounded. It is important
to step back, check in with and have
compassion for yourself and those
around you, and re-initialize. No, your
days may not all look the same, you may
need to take an extra-long walk or take
an afternoon off to take advantage of
some virtual social time; however, you
will thank yourself the next day and you

will be more productive in the end. Stay
happy and stay healthy!
____________________________
REFERENCES:
Nicholas A. Bloom, James Liang, John
Roberts, Zhichun Jenny Ying; The Quarterly
Journal of Economics. February 2015, Vol.
130, Issue 1, Pages 165-218.
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
https://www.bls.gov/news.release/flex2.t01.
htm
Kelci Binau is an Associate with McDonald
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PRACTICE IN WASHOE COUNTY
BUSINESS COURT
By Jerry Carter, Sierra Crest Business Law Group

I

n 2001, the Nevada Supreme
Court created business courts in
Clark and Washoe Counties.
The business courts are designed to resolve
complex business disputes in a timely, cost
efficient manner. I recently spoke with
Washoe County’s three business court
judges, the Hon. Kathleen M. Drakulich,
the Hon. Lynne K. Simons, and the Hon.
David Hardy, about how they manage
business court cases and about how we,
as practitioners, can more effectively serve
our clients in business court. They shared
valuable insights that can benefit all of our
business clients.
Background
In Washoe County, WCDR 2.1(1)
defines the business court docket to
include civil actions in which the
primary subject matter is:
(a) A dispute concerning the
validity,
control,
operation
or
governance of entities created under
NRS Chapters 78-88, including
shareholder
derivative
actions;
(b) A dispute concerning a trademark
or trade name; a claim asserted pursuant
to the Nevada Trade Secrets Act, NRS
600A.010, et seq.; a claim asserted
pursuant to the Nevada Securities Act,
NRS 90.211, et seq.; a claim asserted
pursuant to the Nevada Deceptive Trade
Practices Act, NRS 598.0903, et seq.; a
claim involving investment securities
governed by NRS 104.8101, et seq.; or,
(c) Any dispute among business
entities if the presiding judge of the
business court docket determines that
the case would benefit from enhanced
case management.
The chief judge assigns at least two
district court judges who have experience
with business court matters to serve as
business court judges. WCDR 2.1(5).
Business court judges also maintain
their normal docket of civil and criminal
actions. WCDR 2.1(4).

How is business court different from
ordinary civil court for resolving
business disputes?
First, business court judges give
priority to business court cases. WCDR
2.1(5) provides: “Management of the
business court docket shall be the highest
case management priority of the judges
of the business court docket, who may
request reassignment by the chief judge
of civil or criminal cases, as necessary,
consistent with this case management
priority.” Judge Drakulich explains
that invoking this rule would result in
seeking assistance or reassignment of
other cases to colleagues who are also
busy and burdened. Nevertheless, she
would invoke the rule if necessary. Judge
Simons notes that other cases also have
claim to priority, including criminal
proceedings and cases including cases
involving persons over 70 years old.
With that in mind, business court
judges sometimes seek alternatives to
handling other civil cases.
Second, as noted by Judge Hardy,
business court judges are able to develop
expertise in business court matters
such as derivative actions and matters
involving securities.
Third, business court litigation is
conducted at a high professional level.
As Judge Simons observes, business
court cases take a significant amount of
time and require hard work. They are
usually time intensive at the beginning,
especially if early injunctive relief is
sought. In her experience, the attorneys
are usually skilled and know how to ask
for enhanced case management.
How do business court judges manage
a business court case differently
than other civil cases?
All three business court judges
agree that enhanced case management
means additional pretrial and status
conferences. The judges are invested in

the cases from an early point and make
themselves accessible to the parties to
anticipate and quickly resolve disputes.
Not only will business court litigants
receive more frequent pretrial conferences
if they request them, but they should
plan for those pretrial conferences to be
substantive and proactive. Judge Simons
entertains a wide variety of proposals to
enhance the case management, including
staged discovery, looping the discovery
commissioner into the case, formal and
informal bifurcation, and additional
scheduling orders. Judge Drakulich
says that, when a pretrial conference
is set, she reads the pending motions
even if they are not yet submitted. As a
general matter, she requires earlier case
preparation in business court.
Enhanced management also means
more judicial involvement in the
settlement process. Judge Hardy says
there is more availability for business
court settlement conferences. Judge
Drakulich encourages early settlement
discussions to pare down the claims and
parties that can be settled out. Judge
Simons usually orders the parties to
participate in a settlement conference
or mediation. The timing may vary, but
she usually looks for the point at which
most, even though not all, of the facts
are known. Sometimes she will order a
settlement conference both early and late
in the proceedings.
What tips do the business court judges
have for practitioners?
Judge Drakulich says prepare to be
even more organized than you typically
are. Also, prepare to stay involved in the
case. In addition, put more emphasis on
collaboration and professionalism with
opposing counsel because the cases are
more complex than the average case.
Judge Simons encourages attorneys
in business court to distill as much as
Continued on page 17
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Social Distancing and the Law Library
At the time of this writing, the
ongoing COVID-19 emergency has
necessitated the closure of the Washoe
County Law Library to the public,
but we continue to be open and
operating. This emergency has posed
unprecedented challenges not only to
our library but to the legal community
at large. The need for social distancing
has caused the Washoe County Law
Library to evolve in order to meet the
needs of our patrons. No longer able
to assist patrons in person, we have
developed several tools to ensure we
continue to serve our community to the
best of our ability.
Virtual Lawyer in the Library
The Lawyer in the Library program
is one of our most popular and vital
services. We are happy to share we
are still offering the program, albeit
“virtually” via Zoom. The Family Law
program is now held Tuesdays from
1pm-5pm, while the General Law and
Probate programs are held Wednesdays
from 1pm-5pm. Patrons are able to
sign-up for the program starting each
Thursday at 10am on the Law Library
page at www.washoecourts.com. There
have been a few bumps along the way,
but overall the program has been a
huge success. We would like to express
particular gratitude to the attorneys
who’ve participated in our “virtual”
Lawyer in the Library, as all have been
exceptionally patient while we work out
the technical hiccups.
Online Chat Box
With the assistance of our wonderful
IT Department, the Court now has a
“chat” option on our website at www.
washoecourts.com. Patrons have the
ability to chat with a Court employee
Monday through Friday, 8am-5pm in
order to have their questions answered.
Ask a Law Librarian
The Law Library can provide limited
legal reference services at this time. If
patrons have a question for Law Library
staff, we continue to offer the “Ask a Law
Librarian” option on www.washoecourts.
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com. One can simply navigate to the
Law Library page, click on “Resources”
and then “Ask a Librarian” to send the
Law Library an email. Or, send an
email with the reference request to:
LawLibrary@washoecourts.us. Requests
will be processed in the order they are
received.
Electronic Filing
The Court continues to accept and
review filings electronically through
eFlex. Summons, are now being issued
electronically by emailing requests for
a summonses to deputyclerkleads@
washoecourts.us. For questions about
electronic filing, patrons can use the
“chat” option at www.washoecourts.
com or leave us a message at (775) 325
– 6731. We are checking our voicemail
frequently.
Lawyer in the Library Volunteers
Thank you to all our April Lawyer
in the Library volunteers! If you are not
one already, please consider becoming a
Lawyer in the Library volunteer. We hold
family law and general law programs
each week, and the probate program
on the third Wednesday of the month.
Volunteers in bold have volunteered
more than once this year.
Please contact Sarah Bates at Sarah.
Bates@washoecourts.us or (775) 3283254 if you would like to volunteer or
for further information regarding the
Lawyer in the Library program.
Andriea A. Aden
Michael G. Alonso
Robert H. Broili
Lisa M. Fraas
Nicole M. Harvey
Bronagh M. Kelly
Colton T. Loretz
Philip M. Mannelly
Adam P. McMillen
Debra Nicholson
Kevin P. Ryan
John M. Samberg
Tehan W. Slocum
Janet E. Traut
Leah R. Wigren

Washoe Legal Services Needs You to
Lend a Helping Hand
Taking a pro bono case is such
a rewarding experience. It is an
opportunity to learn a new area of law,
satisfy your ethical requirements under
NRPC 6.1, earn CLE credit, and most
importantly, serve the most vulnerable
members of our community. With all
the issues surrounding COVID-19 right
now, including housing, child welfare
and health care, our clients need us now
more than ever.
Washoe Legal Services would like to
recognize the following attorneys who
have lent a helping hand during these
trying times within the last month.
Sarah Bordelon
Sihomara Graves
Richard Hill
Karlon Kidder
Colton Loretz
Erica Nannini
Chad Pace
If you are interested in taking a pro
bono case or joining our panel, please
contact Marissa Otteson by email at
motteson@washoelegalservices.org or
by phone at 775-321-2059. WLS will
provide you with all the essentials you
need to effectively represent your client
– including training and a WLS attorney
mentor, in most cases. We want your
experience with pro bono to be positive
and rewarding!

COVID
LOAN
COMPARISONS
continued
• 3.75% interest, up to 30-year
term loans. $10k advance can
be forgivable
• Ap p l y o n l i n e a t w w w.
covid19relief.sba.gov, not
through your banker
• May be restrictions on having
both PPP and EIDL, if you are
able to get both EIDL loans
cannot be used for the same
purpose as PPP loans
Employee Retention Tax Credits
Offered through the IRS, this is
a credit of 50% of wages you have/
will pay to employees during the
shutdown (March 12 forward). This
is an incentive for keeping your
employees paid. Generally claimed on
your quarterly payroll tax returns (941)
where it lets you essentially not pay the
employer portion of payroll tax. The
credit is capped at $5,000 per employee
and is only available for people on the
payroll (not owners receiving draws).
Work with your existing payroll service
provider to coordinate this option.
CARES Act Payroll Tax Deferral
Enables deferral of the employer
portion of payroll tax (7.65% of wages)
through the end of 2020 and repay it
over 2021 and 2022. This also cannot
be used with PPP but can be used until
you get the PPP. If you used this in
conjunction with the above Retention
Credit, then it would let you defer tax
above the $5,000 credit. Work with
your existing payroll service provider to
coordinate this option.
The most important thing to
remember is that each of the programs
comes with rules to play by, especially
for those that include forgiveness
benefits. Make sure you understand the
restrictions that come with each and
spend your money where it is supposed
to be spent to avoid future issues.
Disclaimer:
As of publish date, while the
information provided in this article
is intended to be accurate, it should
not be considered legal advice. These
programs are rapidly evolving and we
cannot be held responsible for any errors

or omissions. Please contact your local
bank, SBA and U.S. Treasury websites
for updated information. You should
also consult with your tax, legal or
financial advisor to make the right
choice for your business.
Alex Bybee is a CPA
at the firm Horning,
Lingenfelter & Co.,
LLP in Reno, NV.
Alex provides diverse
tax, financial, and
business consulting
services for clients throughout Northern
Nevada.
BUSINESS COURT continued
possible from the outset. That includes
trimming down the claims and defenses.
It helps to use a chart, timeline or other
demonstrative exhibit to which you
can repeatedly refer. Be sure to visit the
courtroom beforehand to make sure
each juror will be able to see and read
the exhibit.
Judge Simons advises attorneys to
make it easy for the judge to rule in
their client’s favor by putting everything
necessary at the judge’s fingertips. Make
citations to the law and the record as
precise as possible. Remember that your
judge handles other cases and will not
likely have a working knowledge of the
details of your specific case or where to
find them. The judge only sees what
is presented. Also, she views proposed
orders positively, even though she will
not likely adopt a proposed order word
for word.
Judge Simons also recommends
that, from the get-go, you have a plan
for how to manage the documents in
discovery and at trial. Don’t cause a
headache by marking a large number of
exhibits that you won’t refer to at all,
and which will have to be pulled from
the binders that are given to the jury.
Judge Hardy recommends that you
simultaneously pursue discovery and
resolution of the case. Alert the court
regarding the need for early alternative
dispute resolution. The attorneys need
to take the initiative to schedule extra

pretrial hearings, which help the judge
take the temperature of the case and preempt or get ahead of motion practice.
In a similar vein, Judge Hardy suggests
that attorneys ask for oral argument
more frequently. When doing so, file a
separate motion for oral argument to
speed up the process. Judge Hardy also
believes that attorneys best serve their
clients when they file only motions that
have a realistic chance of prevailing.
The business court judges agree
that emergency motions are for true
emergencies only. Regrettably, they have
seen inaccurate ex parte stories. Nevada
Rule of Professional Conduct 3.3 says
“In an ex parte proceeding, a lawyer shall
inform the tribunal of all material facts
known to the lawyer that will enable the
tribunal to make an informed decision,
whether or not the facts are adverse.”
Judge Hardy cautions that an attorney
who does not play it straight is taking a
professional risk. An emergency motion
gets the judges’ immediate attention, but
the first thing they do is direct a response
from the other side. Judge Simons
reminds practitioners that emergency
motions need a proposed order. Also, if
you can agree to a stipulation to preserve
the status quo, that is helpful and sets a
positive tone for subsequently resolving
the remaining issues.
Conclusion
As can be seen from the judges’
comments, business court offers priority
and many case management tools for
efficiently resolving business disputes.
It is up to us as practitioners to take the
initiative to request the appropriate tools
for our clients’ business court cases.

Jerry Carter owns and operates the Sierra Crest
Business Law Group.
He focuses his practice
on helping businesses
resolve disputes and
implement agreements
and procedures that
minimize or avoid
future disputes. He has
practiced in Northern
Nevada since 1996.
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agistrate Judge Elayna Youchah has put together a summary of “General Principles” governing
submission of civil and criminal motions/stipulations in the District of Nevada. These summaries
identify which particular type of motion or stipulation will be addressed by a District Judge or
a Magistrate Judge.

GENERAL	
  PRINCIPLES	
  REGARDING	
  DISPOSITION	
  OF	
  CIVIL	
  MOTIONS/STIPULATIONS	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
A	
  filing	
  submitted	
  to	
  the	
  Court	
  that	
  is	
  case	
  dispositive	
  –	
  e.g.,	
  motion	
  to	
  change	
  venue,	
  motion	
  to	
  
dismiss,	
  motion	
  for	
  default	
  judgment,	
  motion	
  for	
  summary	
  judgment,	
  motion/stipulation	
  to	
  stay	
  or	
  lift	
  
stay	
   of	
   a	
   case	
   (as	
   opposed	
   to	
   stay	
   or	
   lift	
   stay	
   of	
   discovery),	
   motion	
   to	
   certify	
   a	
   class,	
   motion	
   for	
  
TRO/preliminary	
   injunction,	
   motion	
   to	
   remand	
   to	
   state	
   court,	
   motions	
   in	
   limine	
   or	
   stipulations	
  
pertaining	
  to	
  dispositive	
  dates	
  (e.g.,	
  trial	
  dates)	
  –	
  will	
  generally	
  be	
  decided	
  by	
  the	
  District	
  Judge	
  unless	
  
all	
  parties	
  have	
  stipulated	
  to	
  proceed	
  before	
  a	
  Magistrate	
  Judge	
  for	
  all	
  purposes.	
  	
  However,	
  with	
  respect	
  
to	
   prisoners’	
   civil	
   rights	
   cases	
   filed	
   in	
   the	
   unofficial	
   northern	
   division,	
   case	
   dispositive	
   motions	
   are	
  
addressed	
  by	
  the	
  Magistrate	
  Judge	
  for	
  reports	
  and	
  recommendations.	
  
	
  
	
  
A	
  filing	
  that	
  is	
  non-‐dispositive	
  –	
  e.g.	
  motion	
  for	
  more	
  definite	
  statement,	
  motion/stipulation	
  to	
  
stay	
   or	
   lift	
   stay	
   of	
   discovery	
   (as	
   opposed	
   to	
   stay	
   or	
   lift	
   stay	
   of	
   a	
   case),	
   motion	
   to	
   compel,	
   motion	
   for	
  
protective	
   order,	
   motion	
   to	
   quash,	
   motion	
   for	
   letters	
   rogatory,	
   motion	
   to	
   seal	
   not	
   related	
   to	
   a	
  
dispositive	
   motion,	
   stipulation	
   pertaining	
   to	
   discovery	
   of	
   any	
   kind,	
   motion	
   for	
   sanctions	
   arising	
   from	
  
discovery,	
   motion	
   to	
   disqualify	
   counsel,	
   motion	
   to	
   withdraw	
   as	
   counsel	
  –	
   will	
   generally	
   be	
   decided	
   by	
  
the	
  Magistrate	
  Judge.	
  
	
  
	
  
Generally,	
  motions	
  related	
  to	
  a	
  substantive	
  motion	
  or	
  matter	
  being	
  litigated	
  will	
  be	
  decided	
  by	
  
the	
   judge	
   before	
   whom	
   the	
   substantive	
   matter	
   is	
   pending.	
   	
   For	
   example,	
   a	
   motion	
   for	
   extension	
   of	
   time	
  
or	
  to	
  seal	
  will	
  be	
  decided	
  by	
  the	
  same	
  judge	
  who	
  will	
  decide	
  the	
  underlying	
  motion.	
  
	
  
	
  

T

he United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of
Nevada announces that the Honorable August B. Landis
became the Chief Judge for the Bankruptcy Court on April 1,
2020. Judge Landis was appointed
to the bench November 27, 2013,
and maintains his chambers in
Las Vegas, NV. He succeeds the
Honorable Bruce T. Beesley, who
has served as the Chief Judge since
October 1, 2015. Judge Beesley
remains an active Bankruptcy Judge
in the District.
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I.	
  
	
  

GENERAL	
  PRINCIPLES	
  FOR	
  DISPOSITION	
  OF	
  CRIMINAL	
  MOTIONS/STIPULATIONS	
  
Unofficial	
  Southern	
  Division	
  -‐	
  Las	
  Vegas	
  	
  	
  

Magistrate	
   Judges	
   generally	
   hear	
   and	
   decide	
   all	
   pre-‐trial	
   matters	
   in	
   felony	
   cases	
   by	
   way	
   of	
   an	
  
order,	
   if	
   the	
   motion	
   is	
   non-‐dispositive,	
   or	
   a	
   report	
   and	
   recommendation,	
   if	
   the	
   motion	
   is	
   dispositive.	
  	
  
The	
  District	
  Judge	
  will	
  make	
  the	
  final	
  determination	
  if	
  a	
  party	
  appeals	
  an	
  order	
  or	
  objects	
  to	
  a	
  report	
  and	
  
recommendation.	
  Once	
  a	
  defendant	
  decides	
  to	
  go	
  to	
  trial	
  or	
  enter	
  a	
  plea	
  of	
  guilty	
  to	
  a	
  felony,	
  all	
  matters	
  	
  
are	
  decided	
  by	
  the	
  District	
  Judge.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
Magistrate	
  Judges	
  conduct	
  all	
  petty	
  offense	
  matters	
  in	
  their	
  entirety,	
  including	
  sentencing.	
  	
  Trial	
  
and	
   sentencing	
   of	
   Class	
   A	
   misdemeanors	
   are	
   conducted	
   by	
   Magistrate	
   Judges	
   only	
   upon	
   consent.	
   If	
   a	
  
defendant	
  does	
  not	
  consent,	
  these	
  matters	
  are	
  conducted	
  in	
  the	
  same	
  manner	
  as	
  felony	
  offenses.	
  
	
  
Generally,	
   motions	
   that	
   are	
   related	
   to	
   a	
   substantive	
   motion	
   are	
   resolved	
   by	
   the	
   judge	
   before	
  
whom	
  the	
  substantive	
  matter	
  is	
  pending.	
  	
  For	
  example,	
  a	
  motion	
  for	
  extension	
  of	
  time	
  or	
  to	
  seal	
  would	
  
be	
  decided	
  by	
  the	
  same	
  judge	
  to	
  whom	
  the	
  motion	
  is	
  referred.	
  
	
  
II.	
  
Unofficial	
  Northern	
  Division	
  -‐	
  Reno	
  
	
  
	
  
District	
   Judges	
   preside	
   over	
   all	
   submissions	
   in	
   felony	
   cases	
   after	
   the	
   initial	
   appearance	
   and	
  
arraignment	
   and	
   plea	
   except	
   for	
   motions	
   to	
   modify	
   or	
   revoke	
   pre-‐trial	
   release	
   motions	
   to	
   substitute	
  
counsel,	
  and	
  motions	
  concerning	
  medical	
  treatment	
  of	
  an	
  incarcerated	
  defendant.	
  
	
  
	
  
Magistrate	
   Judges	
   preside	
   over	
   initial	
   appearances,	
   arraignments	
   and	
   pleas,	
   pre-‐trial	
   release	
  
hearings,	
   motions	
   to	
   modify	
   or	
   revoke	
   pretrial	
   release,	
   motions	
   to	
   substitute	
   counsel,	
   and	
   motions	
  
concerning	
   medical	
   treatment	
   of	
   an	
   incarcerated	
   defendant.	
   	
   Magistrate	
   Judges	
   also	
   preside	
   over	
   all	
  
petty	
  offenses	
  in	
  their	
  entirety,	
  including	
  sentencing.	
  Trial	
  and	
  sentencing	
  of	
  Class	
  A	
  misdemeanors	
  are	
  
conducted	
  by	
  Magistrate	
  Judges	
  only	
  upon	
  consent.	
  If	
  a	
  defendant	
  does	
  not	
  consent,	
  these	
  matters	
  are	
  
conducted	
  in	
  the	
  same	
  manner	
  as	
  felony	
  offenses.	
  
	
  
PUBLIC NOTICE
FOR REAPPOINTMENT OF
MAGISTRATE JUDGE NANCY J. KOPPE
The current term of United States Magistrate Judge Nancy J. Koppe will expire on
December 31, 2020. The United States District Court, District of Nevada is establishing a panel
to consider the reappointment of Judge Koppe to a new 8-year term. For more information visit:
https://www.nvd.uscourts.gov/court-information/public-notices/
Written comments, from members of the bar and the public are invited, as to whether
Magistrate Judge Koppe should be reappointed by the Court must be received by May 30, 2020.
Email: comments_magistrate@nvd.uscourts.gov
Regular mail:
Magistrate Judges Panel
c/o Debra Kempi, Clerk of Court
333 Las Vegas Boulevard South
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101
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MOCK TRIAL MATTERS
By Don Christensen

T

he State Bar of Nevada
brought the High School
Mock Trial program to
Nevada in 1998. The Washoe County
Bar Association has been actively
supporting the program since 2004.
This year’s Northern Regional took
place on February 28 and featured
teams from Davidson Academy, Galena,
Wooster, Carson High, Reno High, Sage
Ridge, Spanish Springs and Hug. The
four teams that qualified to participate
in the State competition were Reno
High, Hug, Galena and Davidson.
The State Competition was held
in Las Vegas on March 6 - 7. The
Championship trial was held between
Bishop Gorman and Reno High with
Gorman being named the 2020 Nevada
State Champion.
Many of our colleagues support this
program every year though financial
donations and service as presiding/
scoring judges at the competitions and
as coaches for the teams. To the casual
observer, however, it could appear that
the program is nothing more than a
bunch of high school kids pretending
to be lawyers so they can list another
activity that sounds good on their college
applications. Is that all that Mock Trial
is about? Does Mock Trial really matter?
I sensed the need to conduct
an investigation to determine what
importance, if any, the Mock Trial
program has to the many high school
students who choose to participate in
this extracurricular program. Utilizing
my highly refined investigative skills, I
asked a combination of first and multiyear mock trial participants what impact
the program had on them.
Kira Romberg is a sophomore at
Sage Ridge who was a member of this
year’s first ever Mock Trial team there.
When asked about her experience she
said:
I was a little intimidated by
the concept at first. However,
as time went on, I quickly
found Mock Trial to be one
of my favorite activities. It’s
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an extracurricular activity
that combines acting and
speaking skills in the best
way, and I am unbelievably
happy that we were able to
join such a great program
this year.
Lily Ferrell is a freshman who
was also on the Sage Ridge team. Lily
reported that her participation in the
Mock Trial program was an incredible
experience and that:
Coming in as a new team
this year was a little nerve
wracking, but it was so
rewarding to see our efforts
and hard work pay off. The
opportunity to be able to
get to know the courtroom
firsthand is invaluable and
truly was an outlet for
myself and my teammates
to show our strengths in
public speaking, persuasion
and critical thinking. Not
only that, but the bonding
we experienced through
preparation and competition
is irreplaceable. I am so
proud of the work that our
team put in this year, and I
am eager and ready to jump
into preparation for next
year’s case.
I thought, perhaps, there was
something in the water at Sage Ridge
that led these two students to speak
so positively about the program. To
conduct a thorough investigation, I
realized I needed to determine whether
any first-time students from any other
school shared these opinions. Emma
Gonzalez joined the Mock Trial Team
at Reno High as a senior so I asked her
about Mock Trial. She said her decision
to participate was the best decision she
made while in high school and added
that:
Mock Trial was the highlight
of my weeks going into
practices and seeing my
teammates. I learned a lot

about myself as well and
gained a lot of confidence
through the process. My
coaches believed in me when
I didn’t. I wish I had done
mock trial sooner so I could
have been involved for more
than one year.
Wondering if only newcomers to
the program had these positive opinions
and veteran Mock Trial students had
less enthusiastic views, I asked Amanda
Williams and Aden Pearson, both
seniors at Reno High School and three
year members of its Mock Trial Team,
for their opinions.
Amanda told me that:
Mock Trial pushed me
beyond
mental
and
educational limits I didn’t
know existed. I learned
to lean in to something
I was new to, especially
when it seemed unbearably
daunting, and became a
confident speaker, bold
advocate and exceedingly
passionate about speaking
with conviction for what I
believe in.
Aden added that:
Mock Trial has been an
incredible experience. I have
made new friends and close
bonds I will never forget.
Learning objections and
rules of evidence wasn’t
tedious or boring, but fun
and interesting.
I have
discovered my passion for
the courtroom and law.
Our investigation has been
completed and the findings are in. The
Mock Trial Program has a substantial
positive impact on many of the students
who choose to participate. Mock Trial
matters!
Don Christensen conducts
workplace investigations and
has been an attorney coach
with Bob Eisenberg for Reno
High School the last 22 years.
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See wcbar.org/events for details and registration

JUNE

3

Douglas-Carson Legal Professionals
meet for lunch and CLE at noon at Red’s
Old 395 Grill, Carson City. Speakers
are announced on website www.
douglascarsonlegalprof.org.
WCBA has cancelled all in person events
through June 2020.

UPCOMING WEBINARS

7

The Passion of the Barrister, 9 - 10
a.m., 1 Hour Ethics

12

From Competence to Excellence
10 - 11 a.m., 1 Hour Ethics

16

The Ethys Awards, 7 - 9 a.m.,
2 Hours Ethics

19

It's Not the Fruit, It's the Root,
Getting to the Bottom of Our Ethical Ills,
9 - 10 a.m., 1 Hour Ethics

20

If You Can't Say Something
Nice 10 - 11 a.m., 1 Hour Ethics

27

Hour Ethics

Ethical Jeopardy, 9 - 10 a.m.,1

28

The Truth, The Whole Truth,
and Nothing But the Truth, 10 - 11 a.m., 1
Hour Ethics
Register for all webinars at www.wcbar.org/
events.
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change service requested

Classifieds
Please visit www.wcbar.org/classifieds for full job descriptions & deadlines.
EMPLOYMENT
SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT is
accepting applications for Law Clerk. Salary
$57,500, plus benefit package. Open until
filled. Assignment period: As soon as April
1, 2020. To view complete job description
and to apply, visit governmentjobs.com/
careers/hcnv.
LAW OFFICES OF THORNDAL
ARMSTRONG with offices in Reno and
Las Vegas, currently has an associate position
available in its Reno office to a qualified
candidate with interest in a diverse civil
defense practice.
Successful candidates
will be Nevada bar passed and have strong
research and writing skills and academic
background. Please send resume, writing
sample and cover letter to kfp@thorndal.
com. All inquires will remain confidential.
L I T I G AT I O N
AT TO R N E Y
(RENO) McCormick Barstow Sheppard
Wayte & Carruth LLP, an AV rated
firm, is hiring a litigation attorney (1–5
years) for our Reno, NV office. Prior
court appearance, written discovery and
deposition experience preferred. Excellent
academic credentials, exceptional writing
skills and strong interpersonal skills are a
must. Must be a member of the Nevada
State Bar. Candidate Requirements:
State Bar of Nevada license, active and in good
standing; 1–5 years’ experience in litigation;
strong and persuasive written, oral and
presentation skills; excellent research skills;
demonstrated ability to manage multiple
priorities and deadlines; ability to work
under pressure independently and as part
of a team. If interested in applying for this
position, please email your cover letter,
resume, salary history and self-edited writing
sample to our hiring partner Ben Nicholson
at ben.nicholson@mccormickbarstow. All

applications are confidential.
THE WASHOE COUNTY CONFLICT
GROUP is looking for attorneys willing
to take on post-conviction relief cases
for indigent defendants. SCR 250(2)(d)
sets the requirements for post-conviction
counsel: Counsel appointed to represent
an appellant on direct or post-conviction
appeal must have acted as counsel in at least
two appeals of felony convictions and must
otherwise satisfy the court that counsel is
capable and competent to represent the
appellant. The Rule also provides exceptions
that allow an attorney who does not satisfy the
minimum requirements to still be appointed
once the court has assessed the attorney’s
competence and ability to act as defense
counsel. For more information, contact
Appointed Counsel Administrator Krista
Meier at 775-338-0035 or kristameier6@
gmail.com.
SEEKING AN EXPERIENCED LEGAL
BILLING SPECIALIST. Part-time to fulltime position in busy, medium-sized, wellrespected law firm. Individual will be directly
responsible for processing client bills and
statements using full knowledge of accounting
software. Provides assistance to attorneys and
secretaries to ensure accurate and timely
billing. Also provides assistance with special
projects in billing, A/R, training, etc. Submit
resume to sburgess@allisonmackenzie.com

OFFICE SPACE
EXECUTIVE
FRONT
OFFICE
overlooking the river. In historic 20th
Century Building. Approx 208 sq ft
with fireplace; includes conference room,
kitchenette and full-time receptionist out
front. 775-322-8000
SHARE OFFICE SPACE: Mostly retired
attorney looking for another similarly situated
to share my single office at 63 Keystone Ave.
Fully furnished. Kitchen, conference room.
Contact Sherry. 775.323.1469 or attorney.
sherry.bowers@gmail.com.

CLASSIFIEDS

Your classifed ad appears in The Writ and online at wcbar.
org./classifieds. Updated regularly. Member rate is $25 for
first 30 words and $.50 for each additional word. Nonmember rates: $40 for first 30 words and $1.00 for each
additional word. Fax to 775-324-6116 or e-mail gina@
wcbar.org.

SERVICES
LEGAL RESEARCH & WRITING 20+
years experience at the Nevada Supreme
Court, now available on a freelance basis
for research and writing projects. Briefs,
petitions, motions, etc. tlindeman@
appellatesolution.com 775-297-4877.

The publication of any advertisement should
not be deemed as an endorsement by the
Washoe County Bar Association nor should
any previously published advertisement be
considered as precedent for future publication of
the same or similar content.

